
HOW TO WRITE LITERATURE SURVEY FOR THESIS

A literature review is a survey of scholarly sources (such as books, journal articles, and theses) on a particular topic. It
gives an overview of key.

Remember, a draft is just that: a draft. By publication: Order your sources by publication chronology, then,
only if the order demonstrates a more important trend. If the audience knows more than you do, your purpose
is to demonstrate familiarity, expertise, and intelligence with the topic. Thus, while ambient sexism accounted
for some of the masculine bias, sexist language amplified the effect. Do they reveal a trend in the field? I
started writing my literature review the same way I wrote all my previous papers. Narrow your topic There are
hundreds or even thousands of articles and books on most areas of study. The literature review provides a
description, summary and evaluation of each source. You can use it to discuss various theories, models, and
definitions of key concepts. Questions for Further Research: What questions about the field has the review
sparked? Interpret the major issues surrounding your topic. In your review of literature you are expected to do
the following: Place one's original work in the context of existing literature. Theory Part of your analysis of
reviewed material will almost certainly involve a consideration of the theoretical underpinning of each source,
inherent working assumptions, paradigmatic aims, and so on. Source provenance A standard consideration in
any review, but one worth being reminded of nonetheless. Here is a sample paragraph from a literature review
about sexism and language to illuminate the following discussion: However, other studies have shown that
even gender-neutral antecedents are more likely to produce masculine images than feminine ones Gastil,  Read
and evaluate the sources and to determine their suitability to the understanding of topic at hand see the
Evaluating sources section. This paragraph discusses how humanities scholars have approached the concept of
wilderness. Following Cronon, the racial and class politics of wilderness preservation was a theme taken up by
several scholars in the late s and early s, who researched the material effects of conservation politics on
indigenous and rural Americans Catton ; Spence ; Jacoby  These studies are based on a well-defined strategy
unlike narrative reviews. Debates, conflicts and contradictions: where do sources disagree? I always felt like I
should have read more articles before turning in my papers. Here, we break down the dissertation literature
review and give you some top tips on how to get it right. Try to draw working conclusions about the current
balance of opinion concerning certain controversies, suggest what you believe to be the emergent or future
trends in the field, identify deficiencies in current knowledge and relate your own position to that of others.
We revise these tips periodically and welcome feedback.


